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ON THE THEORY OF INTERNAL WAVES OF PERMANENT FORM
IN FLUIDS OF GREAT DEPTH

C. J. AMICK f

1. Introduction

This paper concerns the existence of solitary waves in a two-layer perfect fluid

of infinite depth contained above a rigid horizontal bottom. In an important

paper [1] Benjamin derived a model equation for the position u of the interface

between the two fluids:

(1.1) H(u')(x) = u(x) - u(x)2,

where H denotes the Hilbert transform

1   t°° w(s)
(1.2) H(w)(x) = -        ^^ds,        X£R,

n J-oo s-x

defined for suitable functions w . In (1.1) certain dimensionless constants

have been normalized to unity. Equation (1.1) was also derived by Davis and

Acrivos [2] in an experimental and numerical study of travelling waves. A time-

dependent version of (1.1) was derived by Ono [3] using nonlinear perturbation

methods with the full Euler equations.

The fluid is in a semi-infinite domain

fi = {(x,y) :x £ R,y > -h}

where h > 0 is a given parameter. Upon scaling, we may take h = 1, whence

Q = M. x (-1, oo). The fluid domain Q consists of a lower fluid region Q_

in which the density may be normalized to equal unity, an upper region Q+ in
which the density is a given constant p £ (0, 1), and the unknown interface
T between these two regions: T = {(x, Z(x)) : x £ E} . Here Z is a smooth

function with Z(±oo) = 0.

n+
r ^y—^-^-^^y = z(x)•

n_
->x

y = -l

We introduce a 'pseudo stream function' y/ as follows. Let q denote the

velocity field in fi_ uQ+ , and define y/ by q = (y/y, -y/x) in Q_ and y/pq =
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(yiy, ->Px) in 0+ . The interface F is assumed to be a streamline, whence y/ =

0 on T without loss of generality. We write y/+ and y/- for the restrictions

of y/ to Q+ and fl_ . Since q is supposed to approach some constant vector

(c, 0) at infinity in £2, it is natural to define

V(y) = \Cy> ^°'\cyfpy,     y>o,

and demand that y/(x, y) —> ̂(y) at infinity in Q, where the sense of conver-

gence will be made precise later. The constant c is unknown and plays the role

of a bifurcation parameter.

Since the fluid is perfect, the quantity (y/y,-y/x) is irrotational and this

implies that y/± is harmonic in Q± . Bernoulli's equation and the demand that

the pressure be continuous across F yield

i{|V^+|2 - \Vy/-\2} = (p- l)(c2/2 - gy)   on T

where g is the gravitational constant and |V^±| denotes the limiting value

on T as taken from Q± . The mathematical problem may be summarized as

one of finding a constant c > 0, a function Z defining an interface T, and

functions y/± satisfying

(1.3) Ay/± = 0   inQ±,

(1.4) y/+ = yi- = 0   on F,

(1.5) y/-(x,-l) = xV(-l) = -c,    x€M,

(1.6) y/ -► *F   at infinity in Q,

(1.7) l1{\V¥+\2-\Vy-\2} = (p-l)(c2/2-gy)   onT.

For any constant c there is the trivial solution Z = 0 and y/ = *F; our interest
lies with nontrivial solutions.

We note that if p is set to zero and ^+ = 0, then (1.3)—(1.7) is the usual
problem for 'water waves' [4, 5]. For that case, solitary waves decay exponen-

tially at infinity whereas for the case p > 0, we shall show that Z(x) = 0(x~2).

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we introduce some notation and

function spaces. Section 3 considers (1.3) in Q+ with (1.4), and there is de-

rived a (nonlocal) representation for |V^+| on F in terms of the function Z

defining F. In §4 we perform a hodograph transform on the unknown domain

fi_ , and arrive at an equivalent problem of solving Laplace's equation in a fixed

strip Kx(-1,0) with Dirichlet boundary data on the bottom and a nonlinear,

nonlocal boundary condition, derived from (1.7), on the top. The analysis of

the problem is performed in §5, and after suitable scaling with a small param-

eter, the problem is reduced to one of the form (1.1) with an additional small

correction term. This final equation is analyzed with the aid of the implicit
function theorem, and there is shown to exist (Theorem 8) a branch of small

solutions with (cf. (5.13))

(1.8) Z(x) = eZ(ex)~^(l-p)eZ0(—-ex) ,

where e > 0 is small and is related to c by the relation e = gCQ2 - gc~2. Here

Co — \/(l _ P)8 is tne critical speed at which the bifurcation of small solutions
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occurs, and

Zo(x) = TT3^-

(It is known [6, 7] that Z0 is the unique, modulo translation, solitary wave

solution of (1.1).)

2. Notation

Let
T+ = {(x,y):x£R, y > 0},

and
T_ = {(x,y) :xeR, -1 <y <0}.

For a set S in R or R2 and a function u defined on S, define for p £ S

MM-Mrti* sup M^f!
pes        IP-Pi"

Ip-p|<i

where a e (0, 1) is given and fixed. Define the following function spaces:

A = \u£Cx+a(T+):    sup   (1 + r2) ( '"^' ^ + [V»](x, y)} = \u\A < oo 1

where r2 = x2 + y2 ;

5 = J u £ Ca(T+):    sup   (l+r4)[M](x,y) = |w|B<ool ;
[ (x,y)6T+ J

D=(«e C1+f"(R): sup(l + x2){|«(x)| + [w'](x)} = \u\D < oo) ;
I x€R )

E = \ u £ Ca(R): sup( 1 + x2)[w](x) = |m|£ < oo 1 ;
I x€R )

F = \u£Cx+a(T„):    sup   (l+x2){|w(x,y)| + [Vw](x,y)} = |"lf <oo).
L (x,y)eT- J

3. Estimates in Q+

In this section we consider the problem

(3.1) A^+ = 0   inQ+= {(x,y):y >Z(x),xeR},

(3.2) V+=0   onr = {(x,Z(x)):x€R},

(3.3) y/+ —► 4*   at infinity in fi+,

with the aim of estimating \Vy/+\ on F in terms of the function Z . If Z = 0,

we have the trivial solution y/+ = 4*. Since we are interested in solutions with

y/+ close to 4*, we shall assume that

(3.4) ^V+>°   inQ+.
dy

This allows us to solve for y as a function of (x, y/), y = y(x, ^), say. We

continue to follow the technique in [8, 9] and define

w(xx, x2) = y(x,, 4/(x2)) - x2,        (x,, x2) £ T+ .
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The use of this in (3.1)—(3.3) yields

(3.5) JLfl{yw) + JLh[yw) = Q   inT+,

(3.6) w —* 0   at infinity in T+,

(3.7) w(xx,0) = Z(xx),        x,el.

Here /(/>,, p2) = (p2 +p22)/(2 + 2p2) and f = df/dPi, 1 = 1,2.
It is elementary to check that

(3.8) \V¥^,Z(xx))\2 = c2p\\l^u^2l        XX£R.
(1 -f-io^^xi, 0)y

Since wx,(xx, 0) = Z'(xx), we need only find wXl. Equation (3.5) may be

rewritten as

(3.9) Aw = div(gx, g2)   inT+,

where

Wx^xi wx-, \Vw\2

<3-'°» *< = T7^   *'T7%7, + 2(hh-
For small w , (gx, g2) is quadratically small, whence w should be approxi-

mated well by the solution W of Laplace's equation with the boundary condi-

tions (3.6)—(3.7). More precisely, we set w = W + R, where

(3.11) W(xx, x2) = L(Z)(xx, x2) = ^ r       _Z,ff      2<*f-
^   J—oo \XX       I)   + X2

We assume that Z belongs to the space D introduced in §2.

The function R satisfies AT? = div(gi, g2) in T+ and R(xx , 0) = 0, xx £
R. This may be solved by the reflection method:

(3.12) R(xx,x2) = F(gx, g2)(xx,x2),        (xx,x2)£T+,

where the linear operator F is defined on B x B by the formula

(3.13)
r(/ii, h2)(xx, x2)

= nJ{S'Xl)\(s-xx)2 + (t-x2)2~ (s-xx)2 + (t + x2)2\8ldsdt

Iff t-x2_t + x2 \      ,,
+ 71 J   \(s-Xx)2 + (t-X2)2       (S-XX)2 + (t + X2)2jg2aSat

for (xi, x2) £ T+ and the integral is over T+. Equation (3.10) shows that

(gi, ft) depends on Vi/j , and the use of w = W + R in (3.12) then yields a
nonlinear equation for R depending on Z :

(3.14) 7?(x1,x2) = iV(i?,Z)(xi,x2).

Our goal is to solve this equation for R as a function of Z and to show that
R is small, in a suitable sense, compared to Z . We begin with a few lemmas.
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Lemma 1. The linear map L, defined by (3.11), is a bounded linear map from

D to A.

Proof. If Z g D, then

\W(xx,0)\ = \Z(xx)\<^-2.
1   T" Ai

The function
(l+x2)\Z\D

(1+X2)2+X2

is harmonic in T+ and exceeds \W\ when x2 = 0, whence by the maximum

principle

(3'15) '^'•*)l£(7T^b?|z|<>-

Fix a point (xx ,x2), x2 > 1, and let S = {(xx, x2): |(xi, x2) - (xx, x2)\ <

x2/2}. Then [10, p. 90] gives

\mjrr~       -  \i ^ Const. .„.. .. ^   Const. \Z\D
\VW(xx, x2)| < — (jmaxs\W(Xl, x2)| < ^^■

Analogous estimates hold for higher derivatives, so

._...„.     « . ^ const. |Z|o .
[V^](x,, x2) < 1+^2'+^2    if x2 > 1.

Elliptic estimates at the boundary give

\W\ci+°([x,-l ,x, + \]x[0,l])

< COnst.{|H/|ioo([x,_2>x,+2]x[o,2]) + |^|ci+»([jci-2,jci+2])}

const. \Z\d

~     l+x2     ■   °

Lemma 2. The map (R,Z) i-> (^(Vlf + Vi?), g2(VW + Vi?))  is a smooth
map from a sufficiently small neighborhood of (0, 0) in Ax D into B x B.

Proof. With the aid of Lemma 1, we have

(1 + r2){[VW](xx, x2) + [Vi?](x, , x2)} < const.(|Z|D + \R\A)

and the result is immediate.   □

In order to apply the implicit function theorem to (3.12) or (3.14), we need

the following

Lemma 3. The linear map F, defined by (3.13), is bounded from B x B into
A.

Proof. The proof is technical and will be given in the Appendix.   □

The preceding lemmas together ensure that the map (R, Z) <-> N(R, Z) is
smooth on a neighborhood of (0, 0) in A x D into A , and clearly /Vr(0 , 0) =

0.
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Theorem 4. There exists a neighborhood U of 0 in D, a neighborhood V of

(0,0) in Ax D and a smooth map p: U -> A such that {(p(Z), Z): Z £ U}
consists of all solutions of R = N(R, Z) in V. Moreover,

(3.16) \p(Z)\A< const. \Z\2D.

Proof. The first part of the theorem is immediate from the implicit function

theorem. The estimate (3.16) is due to the fact that Nz(0, 0) = 0.   □

Remark 1. In our main result (1.8) we seek Z(x) = eZ(ex), and it is natural to

see what effect Jhis has on the result of Theorem 4. More precisely, fix Zx £ D

and for each Z in a neighborhood of Zx define Z(xx) = eZ(exx) for small

e > 0. Note from (3.11) that

(LZ) (y, y) = eL(Z)(xx, x2),        (X!, x2) e T+,

and that

„m        (^-Lz)(X-i,0)=e2(^-Lz)(xl,0) = e- r ^-dt
(3.17) \dx2      J\e'   J \dx2      )K        >     nJ_O0t-xx

= e2//(Z')(x,),

where H denotes the Hilbert transform (cf. (1.2)). Given Z and defining Z

as above, we obtain a function p(Z) from Theorem 4 and may then define

(3.18) /i(Z)(x1,x2) = £-1/i(Z)(^,^).

It is elementary to conclude from what has come before that

(3.19) \~p(Z)\A< const.e2\Z\2D.

Theorem 4 shows that (3.5)-(3.7) has a unique solution for each sufficiently

small Z £ D. In particular, the quantity |V^+(xi, Z(xi))| is determined by

(3.8). If we fix Z £ D and define Z(xx) = eZ(exx) for e > 0, then (3.8) yields

vr+(*.«zc*))f-_c2p{i+^z'(xx)2}
(3.20) Ve 'l\       {l+z2H(Z')(xx) + 0(e*\Z\2D)}2

= c2p(l - 2e2H(Z')(xx) + zZ(Z ; e)(x,)).

Here Z is the remainder term and is estimated by

(3.21) \1(Z; e)\E< const.e4\Z\2D.

We shall use the formula (3.20) in the nonlinear boundary condition (1.7).

4. Reduction to a problem in a strip

In this section we consider (1.3)—(1.7) for the function i//_ when the term

|V^+| in (1.7) is related to the function Z , defining F, via (3.20). In order to

transform the problem to a fixed domain, one might proceed as in §3 and derive

(3.5)-(3.7) (now holding in 71) together with the relevant version of (1.7) to

hold on {x2 = 0} . We would like to solve (3.9) as explicitly as possible, use the

results in the nonlinear nonlocal boundary condition on {x2 = 0}, and then

perform the type of scaling (x! —► exx) discussed at the end of §3. Rather than
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pursue this course, we have decided to use a hodograph transformation since

the resulting partial differential equation will be Laplace's rather than (3.9).

For a point zefl. we write either z = x + iy or z = (x, y). Define

P(z) = Px(z) + iP2(z) = <t>{z)+^-{z),        z€Q_,   .

where cp denotes a harmonic conjugate to yi- . Note that P2(x, -1) = -1 and

P2 = 0 on T by (1.4)—(1.5). We assume that P is an injective mapping of Q_

onto 7_ = R x [-1, 0]; this is easily accomplished by demanding that d y/- /dy

is bounded away from zero on Q_ . Denote points in 7_ by C = £ + i" and

let Q be the inverse of P so that

x + iy = Q(0 = Qx(C) + iQ2(0,       CeT_.
The free surface F is given by

(4.1) {«2i(£,0),<22(£,0):£eK},

and an easy calculation yields

(4.2) |v<MG,(£, 0), G2«. 0))|2 = |Q/(^0)|2 •

The use of this in (1.7) gives

(4J) \v^Q^,0),Q2(^,0))\2-w£w

= (p-l)(c2-2gQ2(Z,0)),        t£R,

together with

(4.4) AQ2 = 0   in 7_ = R x (-1, 0),

(4.5) Qi(x,-!) = -!,        ^61.

Now

\vy,+(Qx(t;,0),Q2(c:,0))\2 = c2p{i-2H(z')(Qx(Z,0))}

+ {\V¥+(Qi(Z, 0), Q2(Z, 0))\2-c2p(l -IH'Z'WM, 0)))}
where

™(^o))4/:^p)
(4 - i r Z'(Qx(s,0))(Qx)i(s,0)ds
l'j nJ-oo      Q\(s,0)-Ql(e,0)

I Z-00      (Q2)j(s,0)ds

*J-ooQi(s,0)-Ql(Z,0)-
For trivial flow P and (2 are the identity maps, and, since we are interested in
small solutions, we set Qx(£, n) = £ + S,(<*, n), (?2(£, n) = n + S2(£, n) where

Si and S2 should be small. If this representation is used in (4.3)-(4.7) and

linear terms collected on the left in the boundary conditions, then

(4.8a) AS2 = 0   in 71,

(4.8b) S2(£,-1) = 0,        £eR,

(4#9) _p r (mt o)dt + _       =        ^eR)
^ ./-co '-<»
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where f = fx-\-\- f4 and

(4.10a)

/,«> - £/_>««, 0){,-< + S|(,.'o)-a,«.o) " T1?} *=
(4.10b)

/2«) = -{\Vyv+(Qx(c:,0),Q2(Z,0))\2-c2p(l-2H(Z')(Qx(c;, 0)))}/2c2;

(4-i0c)     /3g)=Ho+(W(^r1+2(^}'

the right-hand side being evaluated at (£, 0);

(4.10d) /4(£) = s(l-/0(c-2-c0-2)S2(£,0).

Here coy/g(l - p) is the critical speed at which we expect bifurcation to occur.
For c > 0, we define a bifurcation parameter e e R by the formula

(4.H) e = ^- + il2-
c c0

We shall show the existence of a branch of solutions for small e > 0. Before
giving the rigorous results, we show formally how (4.8)—(4.11) lead to (1.1).

4.2 Some formal calculations. Consider / in (4.9) as given; in §4.3, we shall

seek a solution of (4.8)-(4.9) in the form S2(Z, r\) = U(Z)(1 + n) + i?(£, n)
where -pH(U')(c;) = /(£). This will lead to an explicit formula (4.18) for the

remainder i? in terms of /. If / now depends on U and i? via (4.10), we

shall see that i? is small, in some sense, compared to U.

In this section, we assume S2(£, n) ~ V(£,)(! + n), scale U(i) = eU(etl) for
e ^ 0, use this in (4.9)-(4.10) and keep terms to order e2:

(4.12) -pe\e\H(U')($) ~ f e2U(^)2 - (1 - p)e2U(i).

We shall show in §4.3 that the terms fx and f2 in (4.10a) and (4.10b), respec-
tively, are at least 0(e3), and so contribute nothing to (4.12). The two terms

on the right-hand side of (4.12) come from (4.10c)-(4.10d). The equation

(4.13) -psgn(e)H(U') = lU2-(l-p)U

has only the trivial solution when e < 0, [6], and may be scaled to agree with

(1.1) when e > 0. Since (1.1) has the unique solution (modulo translation) [6]

u(i) = 2/(1 +i;2), the solution to (4.13) is

(4.14) C/o(0 = |(l_/,)|l + ^i^^2|     .

If the transformations which led from (1.3)—(1.7) to (4.8)-(4.10) are reversed,

then (4.14) is seen to imply (1.8).

4.3 Decomposition of S2 . Since we are interested in solutions which tend to

zero at least as fast as £,~2 at infinity in 7_ , we may take the Fourier transform

in the ^-direction of (4.8)-(4.9). The result is

(4.15) S2(k,n)=tt±Af(k) + G(k,r,)f(k)
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where

lAtes    P/i      x     sinhfc(M+1) f     . .     sinhfc     p\k\   . ,,]~l     n + l
(4.16)   G(k,n) =-^-^jcoshfc-_ + ^Sinhfcj     - -^ .

We seek S2 of the form S2(Z, n) = U{Z)(*I + l) + R(Z,ti) where

U(k) = ^,    R(k,ti) = G(k,V)f(k).

It follows that

(4.,7)     flre)=irw=.ffl,   {eK,
^ J—oo     I      S A'

(4.18)        R(Z,n) = -}= H G(£-t,n)f(t)dt,        (£,»/) €71.
y/27l J-oo

Since G is given explicitly by (4.16), we may evaluate G by the inverse trans-

form and obtain

Lemma 5. (a)   \G(Z, >/)| + |G{(£, n)\  < const.(i/ + 1)<T2  and  \Gn{Z, n)\  <

const. (J-2 for \Z\ > 5 a/iaf 17 e (-1, 0).

(b)For \Z\< \ and //G(-1,0)

G'Z, >/) = v/2Ml + i/){p_1 logK| - (1 + p)-x log xjt^+~n~2 + 0(1)};

G^,^) = v/2M(i + '7){(Kr1-(i + /')-^/(^2 + '/2) + 0(i)};

G^,f/) = v^M{/?-1logK|-(l + /J)-1[r//(^2 + r/2) + logv/^ + ^] + 0(l)}.

7/ie 0( 1) terms are Holder continuous for any exponent less than unity.

(c) The linear map SC defined by

/OO

G(£-t,n)g(t)dt,     (H,n)£T.,
•00

is bounded from E to F.

Proof. The proof is technical and is given in the Appendix.   □

Remark2. Recall from §2 that E and F are the spaces Ca(R) and C1+a(7_),

respectively, with the weight 1 + £2 .

The function / in (4.10) is a nonlinear function of Sx and S2 , and there-
fore is a nonlinear (and nonlocal) function of U and i?. In order to analyze

and solve (4.17)-(4.18), we shall shortly seek U(Z) = eU(eZ) and R(Z, 17) =

sR(scl, n). This will lead us to consider the right-hand side of (4.18) with f(t)

replaced by ef(et), and the following lemma will be crucial; the proof appears

in the Appendix.

Lemma 6. For e > 0, define the linear map

(&tg)(Z >r,)=l-j0^G (^=± , 1,) g(t)dt,       (Z, n) e 71.

Then

sup   (1 + Z2) {[^g](Z, n) + \-2-&.g\ (Z, n) + E\^g] (S, n)\
{(,n)€T- I [on       J [di       J J

< const. \g\E.
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The transformation U(Z) = eU(eZ) in (4.17) yields

71 J-oo    t-Z n J-oo  * - eZ

whence

pH(U')(Z/e) = e2pH(U')(Z) = -f(Z/e).

If we also set R(Z, n) = eR{eZ, n), f(Z) = ef(eZ), f(Z) = efi(eZ), etc., then
(4.17)-(4.18) yield

pH{U')'Z) - (1 - P)U(Z) + \U(Z)2 = (1 - P)R(Z,0) - e-'MZ)

(4.19a) - e-lf2(Z) - s~x j/3(£) - \e(U(Z) + R'Z, 0))2}

-3U(Z)R(Z,0)-\r(Z,0)2,

(4.19b) R(Z, V) = -4= I" G (^1, r,) f(t)dt,
Sy/2n J-oo      \    £ )

VtoRtiZ, n) = - (1 - p) r G (i^l, r,) (U'(t) + Rt(t, 0))dt

(4-19c) i r   fz-t \ ~     ~     -
+ j2J_^Gi\±7±,r,)(Mt) + f2(t) + Mt))dt,

(4.19d) V2HR,(Z, n) = \j~ Gn {j^,q)f(t)dt.

We set X = (U, R) and let the left-hand side of (4.19a)-(4.19b) be de-
noted by J?X(X)(Z) and Jt2(X)(Z) and the right-hand side by JVX(X; e)(ti)
and sV2(X; e)(Z), respectively. Let Jf(X) = (Jfx(X), Jf2(X)), yV(X;z) =
(JVX(X; e), yT2(X; e)) so that (4.19a)-(4.19b) may be written as jf'X) =

JV(X; e). We consider X in a small neighborhood W of Xo = ( Uq , 0) in

D x F, where £/0 is given in (4.14). The maps Jf and JV will have ranges in

E x F . Since JV2 must be measured in the space F , we need expressions for

dJ^/dZ and dJ^/dn and these are given by (4.19c)-(4.19d), respectively.
In our previous arguments, we have assumed that e was small and positive,

and we now extend JV by setting

JT(X;e) = (R(Z, 0){(1 -p)- 3U(Z) - $R(Z, 0)}, 0)

for e < 0. Our main task now is to show that J^ is continuous as e —> 0+,

and this we do in a sequence of calculations. By (4.10c)

MZ) = e~lMZ/e)

= (2e)-'[{(l + eU(Z) + eR,(Z,0))2 + e\U'(Z) + /?«(£, 0))2}"' ^

-l + 2eU(Z) + 2eRn(Z,0)].

From this explicit formula the following estimates are immediate for (U, R) £

W and e > 0 sufficiently small, say e £ (0, e0]:

(4.20) l/sk + e-11/3 - le(U + R(-, 0))2\E < const, e.
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Hence, the quantities estimated tend to zero as e -» 0+, and we may extend

them continuously to e < 0. It is also clear that the Frechet derivative with

respect to (U, R) is continuous.

The next term we consider is f2 defined by f2(Z) = e~xf2(Z/e) where f2
is given in (4.10b). In that expression let us begin with the Vy/+ term; it

contributes

v^ (Gi (!' °)'Q2 (i °))f=K+ (!+51 (!- °)'52 (!' °))f

= V^+Q- (t + eSx(^,0^, e'U(Z) + R(Z, 0)))    •

If the remaining terms defining f2(Z/e) are subtracted, and a factor e_1 mul-

tiplied, then (3.20)-(3.21) may be used to yield

(4.21) I/2U < |/2|z> < const, e3

for (U, R) in the neighborhood W of (U0, 0) in D x F and e e (0, e0]. A
similar result holds for the Frechet derivative.

The term involving fx is more complicated. Now fx(Z) = e~xfx(Z/e), where
/1 is given in (4.10a). The use of the formulae

(S2)i(t,0) = e2(S2)i(st,0),

Sx(t, 0)-Sx(Z,0) = j'(S2)ri(v,0)dv=eJt(S2)r,(ev,0)dv

yields

(4.22)

e-lfi(Z) = ^£(S2)i(t,0)l t-Z + ej\s2)n(v,0)dv      -(t-Z)~l\dt.

In the Appendix we prove the important estimate

(4.23) |/,|£< const, e2

for (U, R) £ W and e > 0 sufficiently small. A similar result holds for the
Frechet derivative.

The use of (4.20), (4.21), and (4.23) together with Lemma 6 yields

(4.24)

\yy2(X ;e)\F+ Ji(X;e)-R(-,0)(l-p-3U- ^R(-, 0)]    < const, e

for X = (U, R) £ W and e e (0, e0]. We can then extend JVX and JV2

smoothly for e £ (-eo, 0) by setting them equal to their values at e = 0.

The Frechet derivatives Jfx and jVx are also continuous for (X, e) e W x

(-to, £0) • Since we know that (X0, 0) satisfies Jf(X) -jV(X , 0) = 0 we shall
have the existence of a branch for e e (0, eo) as soon as we have shown that

the linear operator Y = Jfx(Xo) -J^x(Xo, 0) is injective and surjective as a

map from D xF to E xF .
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5. The map Y is a homeomorphism

The linear map Y evaluated at an arbitrary (U, R) £ D x F is given by

(pH(U')'Z) - (I - P)U(Z) + 3UQ(Z)U(Z)

-(l-p)R(Z,0) + 3U0(Z)R(Z,0),R(Z,n)).

The special form of the second component ensures that we need only prove that

the map U >-> pH(U') - (1 - p)U + 3UoU is a homeomorphism from D to E.
After scaling the dependent variable, we may work with the operator

(5.1) Lu(x) = H(u')(x) - u(x) + -j^ .

If L were not injective, then unity would be an eigenvalue of the map H(u')(x)

+ 4u(x)/(l + x2) considered as an unbounded, selfadjoint map on

WX'2(R). However, it is known that (0, oo) is the continuous spectrum [11,

p. 358]; hence L is injective.
We now show that L is surjective; let g £ E and consider the equation

-H(u')(x) + u(x) = ^I-g(x).

The operator on the left may be inverted [6], and there results

(5.2) u(x) = (Wu)(x) + l(g)(x)

where

I°° u(t)
(Wu)(x) = 4j^K(x-t)T±Ldt,

/oo K(x-t)g(t)dt.
-oo

The kernel K is given by

1   r°°   se~s

(5.3) K(,) = ;/o   j^*;

note that

K(t) ~—log |^|    asr-+0
n

and

K(t) = —^ /    se~sds + 0(r4) = -^ + 0(rA)   as / -» oo.
nt1 Jo ntz

One obtains similar expressions for K'; in particular,  K'(t) ~ -(nt)~x   as
t -* 0 and K'(t)-2(nti)'x   as  t -> oo.   The use of this together with

Privalov's theorem [12] ensures that W and / are bounded, linear maps from

E to D, and, therefore, a fortiori, from E to E. Given g £ E, it suffices

to solve (5.2) for u £ E, since then Wu £ D, whence u £ D. We know that

unity is not an eigenvalue of W : E -» E since this is equivalent to L being

injective. In the next lemma, we show that f is a compact, linear map so that

I - %? is surjective by Riesz-Schauder theory. The compactness of W is due to

the weight (1 + f2)-1 in the integrand.
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Lemma 7. The linear map %? : E -» E is compact; that is, if {u„}%Lx is a

sequence with \u„\e < 1, then {Wun} has a convergent subsequence in E.

Proof. As noted earlier {Wu„} is bounded in the space D, which is just
Cx+a(R) with the weight 1 + x2. The imbedding of Cx+a(I) into Ca(I) is

compact for any bounded, open interval I, whence we may assume, after choos-

ing a suitable subsequence if necessary, that 'S'Un converges in Ca(I) to some

v £ E. To complete the proof, we must show the convergence of ^un to v in

E, that is with the weight:

sup( 1 + x2)[Wu„ - v](x) ->0   as n -» oo.
x€R

We begin by showing that

(5.4) lim (l+x2)\r K(x-t)^%dt--^ [°° ^L^dt =0.
WW '!./_«, ;l + r2 nx2J_0Ol+t2

We shall consider the case x —* oo since that for x —► -co is similar. Now

,<^       r°    ^/        x|m»(0I j f°° dt ^ const.

fx+x/2 „,        .\un(t)\ , fx+1/\        1       dt
/ K(x-t)Lf£dt< const. log,        ,.      4

(5.5b) Jx-\/2 l+l Jx-\/2 \X - l\ I + I

const.

-~3r4~

and

,, , , f°°     un(t)   ,      const.
(5-5c) LnTHd,i—-

The use of (5.3) yields

r\(x-t)^dt-xirl2^\dt
J-oo l+t2 nx2 J_x      l+t2

(5.6) .ir1/2(>  _>im),
» ./-oo      I (* - 02     x2j 1+ t2

fX~X'2 1 <// _4
< const. / t--7-j < const, x *.

7-oo (* - 04 1 + t*   -

Finally,

r1/2 _j__l \MAdt< const _l r"2n-i\j}_
J_x (X-I)2       X2     1 + r2 ^ - C°nSt-X2 ;_ (1-1)2  l+r4

< const. x_1,

and the use of this with (5.5)—(5.6) yields (5.4).
To control the Holder estimate, we now prove that

(5.7) lirK (l + |x|3)|r^(x-0-^^  < const.
1^1—oo \J-oo l + t
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and shall do the case x —> oo. Now

f°°    \Kx(x - t)\^j-dt < const. f°°    :-£L-j-
(5.8) ix+l/21 ;'l+f2        ~ A+l/2^-'|3(l+^4)

< const, x-4.

On the interval (x - \, x + \), Kx(x - t) ~ -n~x(x - t)"x so

(5.9) L/2 K*(x-»T+T2dt ~n lx-xl2 —t\iTT2-T+-*)dt

< const. x~4

where the integral is a principal value. The last term is estimated by

/ Kx(x-t)^±dt   < const. / 1-Sk-jr
J-oo 1+f2 J-oo        \X-t\l(l+t*)

< const, x-3,

which together with (5.8) and (5.9) yields (5.7). It follows from (5.7) that

d m    , .        const. m
-Wun(x)<JTW,        X£R,

which easily gives

,..ra ..     ,,       2, \Wu„(x) -Wun(x)\     n(5.10) hm(l+x2)    sup    J-n\J nv      =0.
kl—oo xeR |x-x|Q

|jc—JE[<1

Since \u„\e < 1, we have \u„(t)\ < (1 + t2)~x, and so we may assume without

loss of generality that the sequence of numbers

has a limit as n —* oo . The use of this with (5.4) and (5.10) together with the

convergence of {&u„} in Ca(I), I bounded, ensures that {Wu„} is a Cauchy

sequence in the Banach space E.   □

This lemma together with our earlier results proves that L is a homeomor-

phism, whence Jfx(Xo) -^x(Xo', e) is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 8. There exists e0 > 0 such that for each e £ (0, eo) the equations

(4.19a)-(4.19b) have a unique solution (modulo translation) (U, R) £ D x F

with U(Z) = U(Z; e), R(Z, n) = R(Z, n; e), continuous functions of e. Fur-

thermore,

(5.11) \U(.;s)-Uo(-)\d + \R(-,-;£)\f< const.e.

Proof. The first part follows from the implicit function theorem, while (5.11)

follows from the estimates for fx, f2, f$, and f\ used in (4.19).   □

Remarks, (i) We could have sought solutions (U, R) to (4.19a)-(4.19b) which

were even functions of Z, and our preceding estimates would have provided

them. Since we have a uniqueness result in Theorem 8, we may assume, upon
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choosing e0 smaller if necessary, that (U, R) are even functions after a suitable

translation.
(ii) The functions U(-) and i?(«, 0) are in C1+a(R), and we may iterate our

estimates to show that these functions, and therefore the function Z defining

the interface F, are of class C°° . Standard arguments [8] ensure that Z is

real-analytic.
(iii) As noted in (4.1), the interface F is given by

{«2i(*,0),<22(x,0)):x€R}

where

Qi(x,0) = x + Si(x,0) = x+ I (S2)r,(s,0)ds
(5-12a) (X   _

= x + e     {U(es;e) + Rr,(ss,0;e)}ds
Jo

and

,.,-, Q2(x,0) = e(7(ex;e)-r-e^(ex;e)
(5.1zb) _ _ _ ~

= eUo(ex) + e(U(ex; e) - UQ(ex) + i?(ex; e)).

If we set t = Qx(x,0) and Z(t) = Q2(x, 0), and use (5.11)-(5.12), there
results

(5.13) Z(t) = eUo(et) + o(j^T^j

where Uo is given by (4.14) and e > 0 is related to the speed c by e =

gCo2 - gc~2 with c0 = y/(l-p)g ■

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 3. Let h = (hx, h2) £ B x B, and write (x, y) for (xi, x2).

It is clear from (3.13) that

\F(h)(x,y)\< const.y\\h\\ f (1 + r4)"'{(x-x)2 + (y - j>)2}-'/2
Jt+

x{(x-x)2 + (y+y)2}-xl2dxdy

where r2 = x2 + y2 and \\h\\ = \hx\B + \h2\B. Let x = pcoscf>, y = psin<f>,
<j) £ (0, n), and use the Schwarz inequality to obtain

f°°   rdr   ( /"" dd ^1/2
\F(h)(x,y)\< const. y\\h\\       t^~: \      ^-5—^-77—77}
1  v A       ;I " 7"  nJ0    l+r*\Jo   r2 + p2-2prcos(e-<p)\

< ( r_de_11/2

X lio   r2 + p2-2prcos(6 + (j))j
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The first ^-integral may be evaluated via Poisson's integral formula:

\F(h)(x,y)\ < const. j>||A|| f° -- rd' -
Jo    (1 + rA)y/\r2 - p2\

< f /"_dd_11/2

X {Jo   r2 + p2-2prcos(6+ </>)}

= const, y «   /-,
'" "7o    (l + ^r4)^!^2!

f f*_dd_11/2

X [Jo   t2 + l-2tcos(d + </>)/     '

We write the integral with respect to t as a sum over the intervals (0, 1/3),

(3, oo), and (1/3, 3). The first and second are dominated easily by

(A.1) constyp const. jW

y      ' l+p2 l+p4

respectively. The inequality

[*_dd_   j*_dd_

Jo   t2+l-2tcos(d + <p)~ Jo   (t - I)2+ 2t(l-cos(d+ </>))
3  [' dd (I 1    \

< ^ /   -;-77;—77 < const.   - +-
~ 2 J0   I - cos(0 + tj>) ~ \<f>     n-(f) J

for t £ (1/3, 3) allows us to bound the third term by

const.y||h|| /1_ .   _J_\'/2 < const.■v/y||/»||     const.(l+y)||/?||

The use of this with (A. 1) yields

(A-2) |rW(x,y)|<^l^P

for all (x,y)£T+.
Since AF(h) = divh and F(x, 0) = 0, standard elliptic theory [13] gives

|r(^)lc'+°([.x-l ,x+\]x[0, 1])

const
< Const. {|r(/?)|z,oo([x_2>x+2]x[o,2]) + |/j|c°([x-2,x+2]x[0,2])} <   ,       ^2 •

Interior estimates are similar to those in Lemma 1.   □

Proof of Lemma 5. Since G(k, y) given by (4.16) is even in k , we give most

estimates for k > 0. The following estimates hold:

(A.3a)     G{k,ti)= ~{^+2l) + (n + l)O(k),       k € [0, 1], 17 e [-1, 0],

(A.3b) G(k ,n)=~{T,+ l) +(n+ l)0(ek"),     fce(l.oo),  ^e [-1, -1/2],

(A.3c)

G(k, „) =     «5_ (l + —L-) - ^_H + 0(k~^),
k(l+p) V      k(l + p)J        pk

k£(l,oo),   >/e [-1/2,0].
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Similar estimates hold for derivatives of G with respect to k and n.
Now

G(x, n) = \J —        G(k, n)coskxdk

and two integrations by parts easily give part (a) of the lemma.

To prove (b), we restrict attention to |x| < 1/2. If n e [-1, -1/2], then
(A.3a)-(A.3b) yield

o(*.,)-(i+«{o(i)-y|jrs2*»«}

= (i + >,)|o(i) + iy/|iogM|

with similar estimates for Gx and Gn . If n £ [-\ , 0) then (A.3a), (A.3c) and
a bit of calculus yield

G(x,n) = 0(l) + ^-j\oskx^){l + 1^)+0(k-2))dk

-Mi+vr—dt
V 71       p       J\x\       t

„,,      [2    1      /-'/We-' (1 + ^)  /I,

=^i)+vfi^{^/wioHfi-^io8i^}+^yiiogw

=oa)_^(^logy^+(i±^/|logw.

Since // < 0, we can differentiate with respect to x or n within the integral
over (1, oo). There results

G,(x, ,) = 0(1) - Jlf°^kxg- {, + j_i_ + 0(t-2,} ̂

V 7t      />X

= 0(„ + v/|(1 + ,){J--?r_5|I-_55};

G,(x, ,) = 0(1)+ Jlfckxg- {, + ̂  + <,(*->)} „*

+ -^-log|*|

" 0(1>" \/!t+7 {?T^ + '°Sv^^} + /Iji-iW.
The proof of (c) is immediate from Lemma 6 with e = 1.   □
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Proof of Lemma 6. We first prove the result for [S?Eg]. The use of Lemma 5

yields

\&,g{x,n)\

const.       j fx+E/2 x-t     dt        f e2        dt   \

~       *      mE\Jx-.,2 g       «        i+t2+Jlx-t\>s/2(x-t)2l+t2f
const..  .

<tt^^-

For the Holder term in [J2?eg], it suffices to do a variation in the x-direction

because of the results for \dSftg/dn]. Now

\2Ctg(x, n)-&eg(x, n)\ < const J /        \g(st + x) - g(et + x)]-^
[J\t\>l/2 t

- I     log \t\ \g(st + x) - g(et + x)\ dt \
J-l/2 J

< const. |gWx-x|Q < /        -r-j—i—-^dt + --7r\
\J\t\>i/2t2l + (et + x)2 l+x2j

^ const....
<Tn?\g[H\x-x\ •

Next we estimate

and begin by noting that the integral over (-oo, x - e/2) U (x + e/2, oo) is

estimated with the aid of Lemma 5(a) as before. Now

(A.4)

7lZG'(^-")Md'

=v^(i+rt£n^"i^(^Tw+°(i,}(s(')-sw,<'''
and the use of this with the estimate \g(t)-g(x)\ < |g|£|/-x|a/(l-l-x2) ensures

that the term in (A.4) has amplitude at most

const.,
T73^e •

For the Holder estimate, one needs to estimate integrals only over (x - e/2, x +

e/2), and the result is immediate from Lemma 5(b) together with the proof of

Privalov's theorem [12].
For the d2Ctg/dr\ term, the important part of the expression is

(A.5) f'^-^2g(et + x)dt

which has magnitude bounded by
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const..

TTT2^-

Variations of (A.5) with respect to x or n immediately give the desired

result for the Holder estimate.   D

Proof of (4.23). For u,w £ E and small e define

r.,  ,      f°° w(s)fsu(t)dt
F(x)= /     -v ';x   v ,-ds,        x£R,

J-oo (s- x + ejx u(t)dt)(s - x)

where the integral is as a principal value. In order to prove (4.23), it suffices,

due to (4.22), to show that

(A.6) \F\e < const. |m|£|t/;|e

for \u\e < 1. The integral over (-oo, x - 1) U (x + 1, oo) may be bounded by

,. -, f ds const.,
(A.7)        const. MeMe J^ {s _ x)2{l + s2} < T+^N'I"!*-

The integral over (x - 1, x + 1) may be written as

/*+>     w(s)£(u(t)-u(x))dt    d= + u{x)  rx+l      w(s)-w(x)     ^

Jx-i  (s-x + ef*u(t)dt)(s-x)  ' Jx-i s-x + ej°u(t)dt
(A-o) _j

+ u(x)w(x)       <s + esu(x) + E (u(t) - u(x))dt\     ds.

The first two terms may be bounded by

/ a n\ const- i   i   i    i
(A-9) j-t-^MeMe ,

while the integral over (-1, 1) equals

j {s + es + eO(sx+a)}-xds

which is bounded as a principal value (indeed, it is 0(e)). The use of this with

(A.7)-(A.9) yields

(A.10) |F(*)| < |°^L|M|£|ti;|£

which is half of what we need to prove in (A.6).

We must estimate the Holder norm of F . Now for |x - y| < 1,

J-ooS + ef*+xu \    s    J

_ [~    w(s + y)    (Cu\
J-ooS + e^u{    s    )dS
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which we rewrite as the sum of three terms:

[°° w(s + x)-w(s + y) (JTA d$
J-oo       s + ej°+xu        V    s    J

,A,„       tfj^(f'-Ht
J-ooS + E JSX+X U\ S J

The first term may be rewritten as

f°° w(s + x)-w(s + y) (fx+x(u(t)-u(x))dt\

J-oo       s + e$sx+xu        \ s )

+ u(x) I    {w(s + x) - w(s + y)} [--^-7—r I ds
J-oo n\s + ejx+xu    s + esu(x)J

u(x)      f°° w(s + x)-w(s + y) ,

1 + eu(x) J_00 s

The first two terms are easily bounded by

const..a
j—2\u\E\w\E\x-y\a

and the same holds for the last by Privalov's theorem [12].

We estimate the second integral in (A.l 1); it is given by

r^s + y)\        *_I        )Uo(u(x + t)-u(y + t))dt)ds
J-oo "{s + ef^u     s + su(x)sj\ s f

, 1 f00 w(s + y) - w(y) f Jq(u(x + t) - u(y + t))dt 1 ^

1 + eu(x) J_x s \ s J

+     W^y]  , /   s~2 j (u(x + t)- u(y + t)- u(x -t) + u(y - t))dtds.
1 + su(x) Jo Jo

Since
I Is

/ (u(x + t)- u(y + t))dt

[ const. \u\E\s\\y - x\a,       \s\ < 1,

~ \ const, \u\s\y - x\a, \s\ > 1,

and

,A .,.v 1 1        |     /const. \u\E\s\°-x,       \s\<1,
(A. 13b) -77+Z-7-7-   ^ S ? 1^.

s + e        u    s + eu(x)s\     [ const. \u\Es~2, \s\>l,

the first two terms in (A. 12) may be bounded by

/ a 1 a\ const.       .      . IQ
(A.14) ^-^\u\E\w\E\y - x\a.
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The final term in (A. 12) may be integrated by parts to yield

w(v)      f°°
, . c,jvx /    s~x{u(x + s) - u(y + s)- u(x -s) + u(y - s)}ds
1 -+- bU(X) Jo

to which Privalov's theorem may be applied, and the result bounded by (A. 14).

To estimate the third and last term in (A.ll), we break the integral with

respect to 5 into ones over (-1, 1) and (-oo, -1) U (1, oo). The use of our

previous arguments yields the upper bound (A. 14). Putting all of our estimates

together yields

\F(x) - F(y)\ < { + x'2\u\e\w\e\x - y|Q,       \x - y\ < 1,

which with (A. 10) proves the desired result (A.6).   □
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